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In many problems amenable to double Laplace transformations it

is necessary to perform certain operations upon the functions in-

volved. This paper studies the effects of such operations upon the

transforms. The one- and two-dimensional transforms are defined by

L. [H] =fo~e-"H(x)dx and L [F] =fQ.e-,x-">F(x, y)d(x, y) where Q is the
open first quadrant and s and t are complex variables: s = ff+ik,

t = T+in. The transforms are denoted by h(s) and f(s, t). It is as-

sumed that L[F] converges boundedly rather than absolutely; vari-

ous types of convergence are defined in [l].

1. Derivatives and integrals. This section presents theorems for the

Laplace transforms of functions H(a)(x) and Faß(x, y) defined in [2];

these include pure derivatives and integrals as well as operations such

as (d/dx)foF(x, v)dv. The hypotheses are more general than those

customarily given. H and F are taken to be functions of class Am.

The definitions and basic properties of this class are given in [2]. In

brief, functions of class Ao are defined on measurable kernels of

7=(0, 00) or of Q = IXI and are summable in finite intervals or

rectangles. For m ^ 1, a function of class Am is defined on I or Q and

its derivatives of order m — 1 are absolutely continuous in finite

intervals or rectangles, with proper attention to boundary values.

Theorem 1. Let H(x) be a function of class Am with m^O and let

one of the following be true for a given oo ̂  0 :

(i) L,[ii(m)] converges at s = So,

(ii)   I H«*-»(*) I ̂  Me*>* for all x > 0,
(iii) \f^e-nxH^m)(x)dx\ ^Me*x for all X>0 and <r0 = o-i+o. Then

for <r>(To, L,[.ff('B)] converges, L,[HM] converges absolutely for all

— 00 <a<m, and

a-l

(1.1) L.[HM] = s"h(s) - £ V-1-' (« ^ »)»
r-0

where cr = HM(+0). If b is any constant greater than <ro,

(1.2) I H^(x) I   ^ Me1" for all x>0 (a < m).
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(When aáO, the sum in (1.1) is replaced by zero.)

Proof. From Theorem 5 of [2 ] HM exists on J for a<m and almost

everywhere on / for a = m; also, HíEAk for all Q^k^m. Let m^l.

Since iî(m_l)G^4i, apply Theorem 3.1 of [l]: for <r><r<>, L,[Him)] con-

verges, L,[iz"(m-1)] converges absolutely, L, [Him) ] = sL, [iZ"(m_1> ]

-Cm-i, and \lTm-»(x)\ ^Mé>x where b>a0. Since H£Am-i, &***

G.Ai. The absolute convergence of L,[iî(m_1)] allows us to apply

Theorem 3.1 of [l] to H<-m~i'> under hypothesis (ii). This yields the

absolute convergence of L, [iz"(m_2) ] for (r><r0, the formula L,[H<-m~1'>]

= sL, \H(m~2) ] — Cm-2, and the fact that fi<m_2)(x) is of exponential

type. Continuing in this manner gives the theorem for O^aám.

By (1.2), since H(EA0, H(x) and hence its integral íZ"(-1)(¡c) is of

exponential type. The theorem for the case a = — 1 follows from the

remark after Corollary 2 of Theorem 2.8 of [l]. By induction the

theorem holds for any negative integer a.

The case m = 0 is easily proved.

Turning now to the two-dimensional case, we use the following

notation for the boundary values:

(1.3)  Haß(x) = Faß(x, +0), Gaß(y) = Faí>(+0, y), caß = F^+O, +0).

It was shown in Theorems 1 and 2 of [2] that if FÇzAm, then FÇzAu

for O^k^m and the following quantities exist at least almost every-

where: Faß(x, y) for a, ß, a+ß^m, Gaß(y) for a<m, ßum, a+ß<m,

Haß(x) for a^m, ß<m, a+ß<m, caß for a, ß, a+ß<m.

Lemma. Let RGA0 and let 0^<ro = <ri+a, 0^t0 = ti+Z». If

(X.Y)

^ Me«x+hY     for (X, Y) G Q,e-'L*-'ivR(x, y)d(x, y)

(0,0)

then for a> ao, t>t0 and for negative i andj, L[R] converges boundedly,

L[Roj] converges s-boundedly, L[Rto] converges t-boundedly, and L\Rí¡\

converges regularly. Also,

(1.5) L[Rv] - sVr(s, t) (i,júO).

Proof. By Theorem 2.9 of [l] the lemma is true for i=j= — 1 and

(1.5) holds for — l^i, j^O. Induction gives the general result.

Theorem 2. Let F£;Am and o-0^0, t0^0. Suppose that one of the

following holds for all 0^-p, O^q, p+q = m:
(i) L[FP3] converges boundedly at (s0, to).

(ii)  \J$JPe-i—»F„(x, y)d(x, y)\ £M*™r for (X,  Y)EQ and
<T<t = (Ti-\-a, T0 = Ti + i.

Then the following statements are valid for <r>a0, t>t<¡:
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(

(1.6) For a+ß<m,  — <x> <ot<m,  — «> <ß^m, Lt[Gaß] converges

and
ß-i

Lt[Gaß]   =  fgao(t)   -  £ Catfi-^K
k=0

(1.7) For a+ß<m, — °o <«¿«, — <x> <ß<m, L,[Haß] converges

and

L,[Haß] = sahoß(s) - X) ckßs"-k-1.

(1.8) For a +ß^m, a^m, ß^m, L[Faß] converges boundedly and

L[Faß] = ¡"fifis, t) - fS^'Wi) - tß Tls"-"-lgdo(t)
k=0 d=0

ß-1 a-1

+ EE s^-H^-hik.
k=0 d=0

(1.9) The convergence of Lt [Gaß ], L, [Haß ], and L [Faß ] is regular for

a<m, ß<m, a+ß<m — l. The convergence of L[Faß] is s-bounded for

a = m, ß<0 or for O^a, 0^ß = m — 1— a. The convergence is t-bounded

for ß = m, a<0 or for 0^a,0^ß = m — l—a. (The sums vanish when

the upper limits are negative.)

Proof. It is sufficient to prove the theorem under (ii). For m = 0

the theorem follows from the lemma by setting R= F,i = a,j = ß and

remarking that the relevant Gaß, Haß, and c„ß vanish.

Let m^l. Theorem 3.3 of [l] can be applied to F=Faß when

O^a, ß; a+ß = m—l, since F* and Fy are mth order derivatives of F.

Thus L, [Haß] and LifC^] converge for o-><7o, t>to. When 0^ß<m

and a^m — 1—ß, HoßCiAm-i-ß and Haß = H$ a.e. by Theorem 2 of

[2]. But L.[i?0^-1"ft]=L,[Hm_1_ß, ß] converges for a>Go by the

above, which is hypothesis (i) of Theorem 1 for Hoß. Thus L,[Haß]

= L,[H¡¡¡}] converges regularly for a<m— 1— ß. Also, caß

= limx-o+ H$(x) by Theorem 2 of [2] so that (1.7) follows from (1.1).

When ß<0 and a^m, Haß = 0 at least a.e.; thus L,[£Ta|3] converges

regularly for ff>ao and (1.7) holds. The statements of the theorem

concerning Haß have been established. A similar argument may be

made for Gaß.

From Theorem 3 of [2]
— ¡—1 ¡j* — j—1 yd

Faß(x,y) = [FPg(x,y)]i,+ £ Ga+k.ß(y)77 + E Ba.ß+d(x) —
*_o kl       d=o d\

(1.10)

—     2-1       2Li   Ca+k,ß+d

— j— 1     — j— 1 ~k      yd

k-0      d-0 kl d\
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fora, ß, ct+ßum; O^p, q; p+q = m; i = a — p£0;j = ß — q£0. Apply
the lemma to R = Fpq. Then (1.5) holds for i, j^O.

Formula (1.10) holds in particular for a = ß = i+p=j+a = 0. Each

term on the right-hand side of the resulting formula has a boundedly

convergent transform for (r><ro, t>to. On substituting this expression

for r(s, t) into (1.5), we have

8—1 p—1

sp+^+'f(s, t) - s*+' 2 hM(s)t*+i-d-1 - t"+i X gko(t)sp+i~k-1
d=0 *-0

*=o <f=0

for ff><To, t>tq, when i, j^O; O^p, q; p+q = m.

To establish the results relating to Z,[Fa3], we will divide the ad-

missible a and ß into six cases. In each case we will find p, q, i, j

satisfying the inequalities for which (1.10) holds. Transforming (1.10)

gives the desired results.

Case 1. a+ß = m; O^a, ß. Ta.kep=a,q=ß,i=j = 0. Since the sums

in (1.10) vanish, L[Faß] = L[R] = r(s, t). Then (1.11) yields (1.8).

Case 2. a+ß<m, a<0, ß = m. Take p=j = 0, q = m, i=a. The last
two sums in (1.10) drop out; in the first sum a+k^a—i — K0 so

that Ga+k,ß(y) = 0 a.e. Hence, L[Faß] = L[Ri<>] where the convergence

is ¿-bounded by the lemma. (1.8) then follows from (1.11).

Case 3. a+ß<m, a = m,ß<Q. Takep = m, q = i = 0,j — ß. The argu-

ment is similar to Case 2, the convergence being s-bounded.

Case 4. a+ß = m — 1; a, ß<m. Either i = 0,j= —1 or ¿= — 1, j = 0.

In the first instance take p=a, q=ß+l so that (1.10) becomes

Faß= [Fpq]o,-i+Haß. The convergence of L[i?0.-i] is s-bounded.

L,[Haß] exists by (1.7), and the formula in (1.8) follows from (1.11)

and (1.7). A similar argument holds when i= — 1, j = 0, the con-

vergence being i-bounded.

Case 5. a+ß<m-l,a<m, 0^ß<m. Take £ = m-1-/3, q=ß+\,
i = a—p,j=—l. L[Faß] is obtained from (1.10) by using (1.6)(1.7)

(1.11). The convergence of Z-[i?„] is regular for i, j<0; the one-di-

mensional transforms converge regularly and, hence, so does LfFaj].

Case 6. ot+ß<m — 1, a<m,ß<0. Takep = m, q = 0,i=ct—m,j = ß.

Again £ [!?<,■] converges regularly. Since a+k^m — 1, jS<0, a+k+ß

<m — \, Lt[Ga+k,ß] converges regularly and so does the transform of

the first sum of (1.10). In the second sum ß+d^ß— j— KO, ct<m,

a-\-ß+d <m — 1 so that Ha,ß+d vanishes a.e. In the third sum ca+k,ß+d

= 0. Hence, Z.[Faj5] converges regularly; formula (1.8) follows from

(1.0(1.11).

L[Rii]

(1.11)
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2. Plane waves. In the solution of hyperbolic differential equations

one encounters functions of the form J(bx+ay). We give a compre-

hensive result for the two-dimensional transform of such a function

which holds for all possible signs of a and b. (The function Jb is

defined by: Jb(z) = J(bz) for all z.)

Theorem 3. Let H and G be functions of class A o on I. Set J(z)

= H(z) for 2>0, 7(0) = 0, J(z) = G(-z) for z<0 and let W(x, y)
= J(bx+ay) for any real constants a and b, not both zero. If L, [H] and

Lt[G] converge for <r>o-0èO, t>t0^0, then L[W] converges boundedly

in R:a>\b\kb, r>\a\ka where fco = <T0 if a^O, k„ = To if a<0. For

abúO

aLt[ja] - bL,[jb]
(2.1) w(s,t)=-

as — bt

For ab>0 formula (2.1) holds when as — bt^0 and

ad     r   1

Proof. Let a, b>0. Set V(x, y) = J(x+y) for (x, y)GQ. By Theo-
rem 6.3 of [l], L[V] converges boundedly for a>ffo, t>o*o to

(2.3)    v(s, t) = [kit) - h(s)]/(s - t) for s - t ^ 0, v(t, t) = - h'(t).

Since W(x, y) = V(bx, ay), a scale change gives w(s, t) =v(s/b, t/a)/ab

in the region a > bao, T > aoo- The theorem follows on substituting from

(2.3) and noting that h(t/a) =aL«[/„].

Let a>0, b<0. Set P(x, y) =aPi(x, y) -bP2(x, y) where

Piix, y) = (l/a)H(y + bx/a) and P2(x, y) = 0 for y + bx/a > 0,

Pi(x,y) = 0 and P2(x, y) = - (l/b)G(-y - bx/a) for y + bx/a < 0.

The results on p. 164of [l] yield p(s,t) =a[h(t)+g(-as/b)]/(as-bt)

in the region a> — bra/a, r>a0. But W(x, y)=P(ax, ay) so that

w(s, Í) = p(s/a, t/a)/a2       i or a > — bro, r > aao.

Now (2.1) follows easily.

The other cases can be proved in a similar fashion.

Theorem 4. Let V(x, y)=xmynJ(bx-\-ay) in Q where m, « = 0, 1,

2, • • • . Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3, L[V] converges boundedly

in R. Set Ri(s, t)=am~i(-b)n-ii\(m-\-n-i)\(as-bt)-m-n-l+i and

6i(z) = z*/i\forz> 0. Then for ab^O

(2.2) w
7")
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»(*, t) = ¿ ( n) a^R^s, t)Lt[0iT.]

(2.4) -}•/
+ £( . IÍ-a)«-1^*,/)^!^!!.

•-0 V * /

For fl&>0 formula (2.4) ÄoWs öftere as —ôi^O o«¿

(2.5) Va     '      W

■f(-i)^(-+*"#X"+r+1)-
Proof. The region of convergence of £[IF] and formulas for w(s, t)

are given in Theorem 3. Since V(x, y) =xmynW(x, y), its transform

converges boundedly in R to v(s, t) = ( — l)m+nwmn(s, i) by Theorem 2.1

of [1].

For ab^O, formula (2.4) results on performing the indicated differ-

entiations on (2.1) and recognizing that the ¿th derivative of L([/a]

is (-WlLtlßJ.].
When ab>0, (2.4) is established as above for any (s, t)ÇzR such

that as — bt^O. There are always points in R at which as — bt = 0,

namely (bt/a, t) with t> \a\ ka. To obtain a formula which holds at

these points, multiply through (2.4) by (as — bt)m+n+1. Since the func-

tions in the resulting equation are holomorphic in R, we can differen-

tiate them w+w-t-1 times with respect to s and take limits as

s—*bt/a. The left member approaches am+n+l(m-\-n-\-\) \w(bt/a, t) as a

limit, using the fact that v(s, t) is itself holomorphic, and the first sum

on the right —K). Formula (2.5) is obtained by equating the limits of

the left side and of the differentiated second sum.

3. Integration along a Une. A familiar line integral in the plane is

foF(u, y)du where the integration is taken along a line parallel to the

x-axis, from the y-axis to a point P: (x, y) in Q. A natural extension

of this is the following: let Li and L2 be two nonparallel lines, making

angles of a and ß respectively with the positive x-axis where O^a,

ß<w. Let P: (x, y) be any point of Q and consider a line L through

P, parallel to Li and intersecting L2 at a point P2. The parametric

equations of L and L2 are

X = x — ç cos a, X = x0 + n cos ß,
L: L2: (- » < £, 77 < »)

Y = y — £ sin a, Y = y0 + n sm ß,

where (x0, ya) is a fixed point. The integral of F along L from P to

P2 is defined as
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(3.1) Wix, y) =  I     Fix — £ cos a, y — £ sin a)¿£
«J o

where £'= [(x —Xo) sin/3 —(y—yo) cos/3] csc (ß—ct) is the value of the

parameter £ corresponding to P2.

The function W is defined for (x, y)(E.Q but the path of integration

may extend outside the first quadrant so that F may need to be de-

fined in a region larger than Q. We shall assume that F is defined

everywhere in E2 and is summable in every finite rectangle. (Set

F= 0 where it is undefined.) In addition, let F satisfy conditions suffi-

cient to insure the existence of W; for example, let F be continuous in

E1.

Theorem 5. Let W(x, y) be given by (3.1) for ix, y)£Q where O^a,

ß<tr, a^ß. Set Wi(x) = W(x, 0) and W2iy) = W(0, y). Let F have a

boundedly convergent transform over Q and let L,[Wi] and Lt[W2] con-

verge for cr>oo^O, t>t0^0. Then L[W] converges boundedly to w(s, t).

For Oga^ir/2

fis, t) + Wiis) sin a + w2(t) cos a
(3.2) w(s, t) =-■- (a- > Co, T > To).

s cos a + / sin a

For ir/2<a<7r formula (3.2) holds when s cos a+f sin a^O and

(3.3) w(i, — s cot a) = ft(s, —s cot a) csc a + w2( — s cot a) cot a

¿« 2fte region o->max [<ro, ro|tan a| ], r>max [o-o|cota|, To].

Proof. Let a^Oor ir/2. For (x, y)ŒQ define

V(x, y)=  f
J o

-/.

z sec a

F (se — £ cos a,y — % sin a)d£ (a; tan a i£ y),
0

V oso a

F(x — £ cos a, y — £ sin a)d£ (x tan a ^ y).
o

If 0 <a <7r/2, then F is a convolution about an axis whose transform

may be found by Theorem 5.3 of [l ]. If ir/2 <a <ir, then V is always

given by the first formula and its transform is obtained from the

corollary to Theorem 6.1 of [l].

Set P(z) = W2(z) for z ^ 0, P(z) = Wi(- z cot a) for z < 0,

0<a<ir/2, P(z) =0 for z<0, w/2<a<ir. Then

P(y — x tan a) = W2(y — x tan a) for x tan a g y

= Wi(x — y cot a) for # tan a ^ y.

W\ is summable in every finite interval since flWi(u)du equals the
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double integral of F(u, v) over a bounded region; similarly for W2.

Hence, the transform of P(y — x tan a) may be obtained from Theo-

rem 3.

It can be shown that W(x, y) = V(x, y) +P(y — x tan a) in Q. Com-

bination of the above results yields a formula for w(s, t) and its region

of bounded convergence. In case 7r/2 <a <ir, W\ and W2 are not inde-

pendent; from the last equation we find

/' x sec a

F(x - £ cos a, -£ sin a)d£ + W(0, -x tan a).
0

This equation, transformed by means of Theorem 4.3 of [l] gives a

relation between the one-dimensional transforms of W\ and W2. Sub-

stitution in the expression for w(s, t) results in the formulas of the

theorem for this case.

When a = 0, (3.1) becomes W(x, y)=foF(x — £, y)d¡- where

€' = (*-*o)-(y-yo) cot ß. Hence, W(x, y)=Jx0F(u, y)du+W(0, y)

from which the theorem follows. The proof for a = 7r/2 is similar.
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